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Abstract
Purpose Swiss Split is a rail service in Switzerland which dis-
tributes containers via conventional shunting yards directly
from intermodal terminals to the final recipients’ sidings by rail.
Today’s Swiss Split service is quite successful, but it still has
several weaknesses that reduce its competitiveness compared
to container distribution by truck. Thus, the two main research
questions were: Which feasible improvements for container
distribution by rail can be determined? In how far do these
improvements increase the competitiveness of container distri-
bution by rail compared to container distribution by truck?
Methods The research bases on previous analyses regarding
the weaknesses of container distribution by rail in Switzerland.
For each of the identified weaknesses, suitable improvements
were developed. The effects of these improvements were sup-
posed to have an impact on the efficiency and the quality of
the services. The improvements were then assessed by apply-
ing a cost model for rail freight and truck transportation. For
this purpose, today’s Swiss Split was modelled in a base case
and the input data for the cost model (e.g., round trips per day
for wagons, routing for the transports, train length and train
utilisation) were changed according to the estimated effects of
the improvements. To finally estimate the impact of the im-
provements on the SWL production schemes, an agent based
simulation for SWL was developed and applied.
Results The analysis of today’s Swiss Split distribution by rail
showed weaknesses in the fields of rolling stock, transhipment
terminal structures and the production schemes for SWL.
Thus, a new container wagon has been developed to serve
the sidings. The terminal structure has been improved by a
new gateway terminal. The production schemes for SWL have
been improved by applying a train-coupling-and-sharing net-
work structure and an improved schedule structure for SWL
trains. An agent based simulation software for rail freight has
been developed to assess the improvements in the production
scheme. At last, the new business model for Swiss Split has
led to an integration of transhipment processes and rail distri-
bution. In sum all of these measures have resulted in signifi-
cant cost reductions for the container distribution by rail.
Conclusions The breakeven distance for Swiss Split com-
pared to truck container distribution has been decreased from
140 to 70 km. Hence, using SWL for final distribution has
proofed to be competitive to trucking even for rather short
distances. This shows that rail freight can be competitive com-
pared to road transportation if a holistic approach which
tackles all weaknesses of the existing services is applied.
Keywords Rail freight . Container . Hinterland transport .
Single wagonload
1 Introduction
Shifting the transport of goods from road to rail and inland
waterways is a major goal of European transport policy.
Current research often focuses on the distribution of maritime
containers by using combined transport or more specifically,
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on the usage of rail or inland waterways to serve hinterland
terminals and the subsequent distribution of containers to re-
cipients by truck. Very little research has considered using rail
for the distribution of containers right up to the final recipients.
In Switzerland, however, SBB Cargo still distributes a large
number of containers directly to their final recipients by using
the Swiss Split service. The research presented here aims at
developing ideas that might help to improve the competitive-
ness of container distribution by rail. It presents a holistic
approach that covers the entire transport chain. Many of these
ideas will be implemented in an improved service called New
Swiss Split as soon as the new Basel-Nord intermodal terminal
will have been opened in 2019.
This paper presents optimisation approaches and discusses
their feasibility as well as their impacts on the distribution of
containers by rail. Chapter 2 describes the current Swiss Split
rail-based container distribution service including its current
weaknesses. Chapter 3 presents a brief literature review on
improving container distribution by rail. Chapter 4 describes
the structure of the project and the work assigned to different
project partners as well as the methodology that has been
applied. Chapters 5 to 8 then describe the specific improve-
ments that were developed for New Swiss Split followed by a
description of the cost model and an analysis of the overall
feasibility of New Swiss Split which refers to two case study
examples in which this specific cost model has been applied.
Chapter 10 finally presents conclusions and recommendations
for further research.
2 The existing Swiss Split service
Swiss Split is a product of SBBCargo used for the distribution
of maritime containers to their final destinations by rail.
Figure 1 illustrates the transport chain from the Swiss border
up to the final recipient. Shuttle trains or barges transport
containers from seaports to the existing transhipment termi-
nals in Switzerland. There, the containers are transhipped
from long-haul trains or barges to standard flat-wagons or
container wagons of the national single wagonload (SWL)
network. From there the wagons are transported within the
existing SWL production network of SBB Cargo to the final
recipient’s siding where they are placed at the existing loading
ramps. Finally the containers are unloaded by forklifts or in-
dustrial trucks. Figure 1 shows the siding of Ikea in Lausen
(next to Basel) as a sample siding.
Today’s Swiss Split only covers the Swiss part of the rail
transport to the final recipient, as shown in Fig. 2. Yet, the
Swiss Split service is unique since no other country distributes
maritime containers in single wagonload.
The analysis of SBB Cargo’s shipment data for 2013 re-
sulted in 53,600 containers that had been transported with
41,783 wagons using Swiss Split. Today SBB Cargo trans-
ports within the SWL network approximately 3,000 wagons
per day, which means that Swiss Split represents about 6 % of
all transported wagons. Thus, Swiss Split partly assures the
base utilization of the Swiss SWL network.
To evaluate and improve logistic chains in general, accord-
ing to Mancera [1], logistic chains must be split up into their
generic elements: loading and unloading, transport and tran-
shipment. Figure 3 shows the generic transport chain of Swiss
Split from the seaport (load) to the recipients’ sidings (unload)
including the transhipment at an intermodal hinterland
terminal.
Improvements in form of an optimised business model can
relate to each of the generic elements of the transport chain
and/or to the coordination between these elements. Thus, an
analysis of the weaknesses of each element of the transport
chain is necessary. Based on this analysis, optimisation ap-
proaches can be defined.
While Swiss Split is a relatively successful product, there
are several weaknesses that reduce its competitiveness com-
pared to container distribution by truck. Bruckmann [2] has
already identified the main Swiss Split weaknesses as follows:
& Very old rolling stock
& Widely dispersed terminal structure
& Business plan focuses only on the SWL transport link (i.e.,
does not include terminal operations or return of empty
containers to depots)
& General SWL production scheme (affecting all SBB
Cargo SWL products including Swiss Split).
Based on these weaknesses, analysis improvement ap-
proaches for Swiss Split were developed considering the ge-
neric elements of the transport chain, starting from the tran-
shipment to the unloading at the final destination. The loading
of the containers at the seaport and the rail transport from the
seaport to the hinterland terminal will still not be carried out
Fig. 1 Standard flat wagon with a Swiss Split container at the recipients’
ramp (ETH Zurich)
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by Swiss Split. Thus, the operational conditions and the costs
for these parts remain unaffected.
3 Literature review regarding general improvement
approaches
There is little literature on general approaches to improve an
SWL based distribution of maritime containers since this is a
unique Swiss product. Therefore the literature review focuses
on each of the four improvement fields separately.
3.1 Rolling stock
Again, there is not much literature analysing rolling stock
improvements to facilitate the final distribution of containers
to sidings due to the limited market for this type of service.
One exception is the description of Swiss Split by the authors
of this paper [3]. However, others have described general
rolling stock improvements designed to improve the compet-
itiveness of freight transport by rail. Their results are relevant
for this research. Especially important are the results of König
and Hecht [4] who describe a strategy for the further develop-
ment of rolling stock in general as well as those of Eschweiler
and Hecht [5] who analyse the influence of rolling stock on
the market share of rail freight.
3.2 Terminal structure
Notteboom [6] states that bundling of container flows in con-
solidation terminals is one of the key driving forces of con-
tainer network dynamics. Thus, a terminal network consisting
of a few consolidation terminals is much more efficient than a
structure of dispersed terminals (as it currently exists in
Switzerland).
The EU research project TERMINET developed a model
to optimize terminal locations and capacities [7]. Arnold et al.
[8] evaluated a different methodology using a linear 0–1 ap-
proach. However, since these methods assume a final distri-
bution of containers by truck, neither model fully addresses
the optimization of rail-rail terminals since the network and
cost structure of rail distribution is very different from the one
of road distribution.
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Fig. 3 Generic elements of an intermodal transport chain, according to
Mancera [1] and transfer to the Swiss Split and New Swiss Split
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3.3 Business plan
There is no explicit mentioning of a transport chain
vertical integration of the distribution of maritime con-
tainers by rail, but there are several papers on the ver-
tical integration and collaboration within the overall
supply chain (e.g., [9, 10]). These papers find that inte-
grating the entire transport chain leads to benefits. Bock
[11] estimates the benefits of a real-time control of for-
warder transportation networks as they are planned for
New Swiss Split.
Some papers (e.g., [12, 13]) address optimisations due to a
collaboration of competing freight forwarders. These ap-
proaches are not applicable to Swiss Split since there are no
competitors for the SWL service in Switzerland to cooperate
with. Therefore, for Swiss Split, the vertical integration of
several actors in the transport chain appears more promising
than a horizontal integration. Furthermore, Moll [14] has al-
ready addressed an optimisation by an integrated planning of
freight transports including a collaboration of shippers and
railway freight operators He stated that collaboration gener-
ates a large potential to increase the efficieny of rail transport.
But nowadays due to a lack of communication and missing
information this potential cannot be leveraged. Thus, an inte-
grated approach as planned in New Swiss Split is a feasible
approach to improve the competitiveness of rail transport.
Wittenbrink et al. [15] suggested a vertical disintegration of
SWL to improve the competition in the market. This approach
Fig. 4 Methodology used to model costs of BNew Swiss Split^ (ETH Zurich)
Fig. 5 Distribution of wagon
types at Swiss Split in 2013 (SBB
Cargo / ETH Zurich)
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is unlikely to improve the container distribution for Swiss
Split because there is insufficient demand to operate a second
similar distribution network.
3.4 SWL production schemes
The quality of rail transport is significantly improved when the
product design considers the requirements of the entire door to
door service [16]. This approach generally leads to the devel-
opment of multimodal transport chains and a final distribution
by truck. However, the single wagonload rail service is a form
of door-to-door transport, too. General approaches towards an
optimisation of SWL production schemes are mentioned by
Marin and Salmeron [17, 18]. Following these publications
several authors have described SWL optimization approaches
using operations research methods. For example, Ceselli et al.
[19] optimized the Cargo Express Service as a part of the Swiss
SWL network. Bruckmann [20] evaluated the containerization
of the conventional SWL and the replacement of conventional
shunting yards by container terminals.
The weakness of all existing optimization algorithms is that
they do not take railway network capacity restrictions into
account. This is especially problematic in densely used rail
networks where limited train-paths are available [21].
Therefore, infrastructure capacity restrictions must be consid-
ered in the development of an optimized SWL production
scheme.
4 Methodology
This study evaluated the current Swiss Split service, devel-
oped ideas to improve the service and then tested these ideas
using a cost model. The cost model was used to evaluate both,
the feasibility of specific improvements and the optimization
of the entire New Swiss Split production concept. Figure 4
shows the methodological approach and the assignment of
tasks to project partners.
The authors were responsible for the analysis of the railway
production changes that could be achieved by specific im-
provements in the four improvement areas:
& Rolling stock
& Terminal structure
& Swiss Split business model
& SBB Cargo SWL production scheme
These railway production data were then entered into a cost
model developed by an external consultant to evaluate the
financial benefits of the improvements. The next four sections
describe the proposed improvements in each of these four
areas. Section 9 describes how these improvements were in-
tegrated into the model and presents the results of the two case
studies.
Fig. 6 Loading schemes for containers on a Swiss Split wagon (ETH
Zurich)
Fig. 7 Swiss Split wagon with two 20-ft containers and platform (SBB Cargo/PVF Schienenfahrzeuge)
Fig. 8 Swiss Split wagon with inlay elements (Wascosa)
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5 Improved Swiss Split rolling stock
5.1 Existing Swiss Split rolling stock
Today two general types of rolling stock are used for Swiss
Split: standard flat wagons with wooden floors and conven-
tional container wagons. Both types include two and four axle
versions. The big difference between these vehicle types is
that container wagons have no floor. This means loading and
unloading equipment (e.g., forklifts) is unable to operate on
these container wagons. Thus, additional equipment such as
moveable ramps is required to load/unload the containers.
Therefore a moveable ramp replaces the missing floor of the
container wagons.
More specifically, the following types of wagons are cur-
rently being used for Swiss Split:
& Two-axle standard flat wagons with a wooden floor, type
Ks;
& Four-axle standard flat wagons with a wooden floor, types
Res and Rs;
& Two-axle container wagons, type Lgns and Lgnss;
& Four-axle container wagons, types Sgns and Sgnss.
Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of wagon types at Swiss
Split for the year 2013. As shown, approximately 59 % of the
Swiss Split wagons are standard container ones, but about
41 % are still old wooden floor flat wagons.
The type of wagon which is used depends on the technical
equipment that is available for the unloading of containers at
the destination sidings. Larger sidings are generally equipped
with specific loading equipment to load and unload the con-
tainers. These sidings can be served with container wagons. On
the other hand, smaller sidings often only have forklifts or
industrial trucks available to unload containers. These vehicles
need a continuous floor to operate on the wagon. Therefore,
these sidings can only be served by conventional flat wagons.
Today, the flat wagons with wooden floors have become
uneconomical and this is why SBB Cargo would like to de-
velop more efficient wagons for Swiss Split. Since containers
are fixed by nailed wooden blocks, it is complicated to secure
them. So the main idea was to replace the flat wagons by
Fig. 9 Height of the ramps [mm
over track height] (Wascosa)
Fig. 10 Vertical distances
between track axis and ramp edge
[mm] (Wascosa)
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modified container wagons. The next section describes the
development of these new wagons.
5.2 Specifications for an improved Swiss Split rolling stock
As part of the ViWaS project, new wagon designs were devel-
oped for Swiss Split. The new wagons were designed to im-
prove both the loading/unloading process on sidings and the
transhipment process in terminals. The goal was to improve
the service without increasing wagon-costs.
The new wagons had to be able to meet all customers’
needs when serving a siding with a container. The main re-
quirements for the new wagons were:
& All possible loading schemes with 20- and 40-ft containers
had to be covered (Fig. 6).
& The tare of wagons should not increase significantly.
& No additional equipment should be required in sidings for
loading/unloading wagons.
As most of the current Swiss Split shipments are
transported on four-axle wagons (89 %) or on conventional
container wagons (4 %) there is only very low demand (7 %)
for a new designed two axle wagon. Thus, theNew Swiss Split
wagon was designed only as a four-axle wagon.
The main concept was to modify standard container wagons
for a new use in the Swiss Split service. Therefore the authors
developed specifications for two prototype wagons:
& Platform Alternative: The platform alternative placed a
modular platform on the container wagon to fully cover
it. The platform consisted of 20-ft modules, which were
connectable, so that the modules covered the entire wagon
length. The platform was equipped with corner fittings to
fix the containers. The platform could only be removed in
a workshop. The height and width of the wagon including
the platform was approximately the same as of a conven-
tional flat wagon. The platform itself rested on top of the
container wagon and was slightly wider than the container
wagon itself (Fig. 7).
& Inlay Alternative: The inlay alternative installed inlay el-
ements to fill the spaces between the containers on the
floor of the wagon (Figs. 8 and 9). The height and width
of the container wagon remained the same.
One of the main problems when replacing conventional flat
wagons with standard container wagons is that container
wagons (width: 2438 mm; height: 1155 mm) are narrower
and lower than flat wagons (width: 2650 mm; height: 1230
to 1260 mm). Since the new wagons had to be designed to
meet customers’ needs, the authors visited 18 Swiss Split cus-
tomer sidings in Switzerland to measure the ramp height and
vertical distance on site. They also studied operations and
discussed the wagon requirements with company logistic
managers.
The standards for the design of transhipment facilities rec-
ommend a ramp height of 1200 mm over track and a vertical
distance between the track axis and the ramp edge of 1700mm
Fig. 11 Terminal structure and transport flows for combined transport in Switzerland in 2010 (Ickert et al., 2012)
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[22]. As shown in Fig. 9, most ramps in Switzerland have a
height of approximately 1200 mm. Only very few ramps in
Switzerland are slightly lower or higher.
As shown in Fig. 10, the vertical distances between track
axes and ramps are between 1500 and 1950 mm.
Thus, the platform alternative could generally be used in all
sidings similar to conventional flat wagons. However, the inlay
alternative, since it is narrower and lower in height than the
existing flat wagons, would require additional equipment (e.g.,
bridging plates) on the sidings to cover the distance between
wagon and ram. So there is either the opportunity of choosing
the lightweight inlay alternative which requires additional equip-
ment at the siding or the platform alternative with higher tare.
Once the specifications had been checked with regards to
the dimensions of different customer sidings, they were used
by SBB Cargo and Wascosa (a rail transport operator) to de-
velop two different prototype wagons. These prototypes are
now being tested in real Swiss Split transport operations and
the results will be used to further improve the wagon design.
The first results have shown already that both solutions are
generally suitable to replace the existing flat wagons.
The on-board intelligence of the wagons will include a GPS
location module and a data logger, so that the wagons can be
located easily. Due to the exact information about the position
of the wagons, they can be dispatched more easily. Thus,
together with the new integrated business model, the round trip
times of the wagons from nowadays approximately 3 days shall
be reduced to 2 days. Furthermore the mileage counting will
facilitate a mileage-based maintenance of the wagons.
In the next steps additional modules like a surveillance of
the load status of the wagon, sensors to detect condition of the
payload, weight sensors to measure the axle loads or equip-
ment for automatic brake tests will be integrated. This will
support the goal to reduce the staff required at sidings and
regional stations. The loading platform will be equipped with
a GPS module, too. Thus, the risk of a loss or theft of the
platforms is reduced by far.
6 The new terminal structure in Switzerland
Intermodal rail freight terminals are widely dispersed in
Switzerland today. The existing terminals are small-to-
medium size with a capacity between 30,000 to 50,000 TEU
per year, equating 150 to 250 TEU per day [23]. As shown in
Fig. 11, transport flows are also relatively dispersed.
This terminal structure makes it relatively inefficient to
transfer containers from intermodal terminals to the
shunting yard. Each terminal uses Swiss split only for a
few containers per day so that the trains to the shunting
Fig. 12 Location of the new Gateway Terminal Basel-Nord (ETH Zurich)
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yard are quite short. In addition, the distances from the
different terminals to the next shunting yard are quite
long—sometimes up to 40 km. That makes the transfer
of containers within the SWL network quite expensive
and in result the terminals are served only once a day.
Due to this inefficient use of container wagons, transport
times and costs for Swiss Split are increased.
Several studies were carried out that aimed at an opti-
misation of terminal structures. Ickert et al. [23] analysed
terminals in terms of the present and future demand for
container distribution in Switzerland. There are very few
potential sites for large terminals in Switzerland due to its
strong land use planning regulations. Therefore an opera-
tions research approach to optimise the terminal structure
would have been insufficient. Instead, it is necessary to
conduct a qualitative comparison of the few potential ter-
minal sites available. Such an analysis was carried out and
results were discussed with the logistics sector in order to
define a common strategy [24].
SBB Cargo’s goal is to improve the terminal struc-
ture in Switzerland by introducing one main gateway
terminal, where all containers for Swiss Split can be
collected. Therefore a new trimodal (rail – road – inland
waterway) terminal in Basel with a capacity of up to
1,000 TEU per day is planned. This terminal is sup-
posed to be served directly from seaports and most of
the Swiss Split transhipments shall be concentrated
there. But even this new terminal will be operated with
conventional transhipment technologies. Up to now an
automation of cranes or terminal vehicles has not been
considered. If automation will ever be realized is unpre-
dictable. Hence, the assessment of New Swiss Split only
considers improved terminal operations with convention-
al transhipment technologies.
Nevertheless, the new terminal will increase the efficiency
of transhipments from long haul shuttle-trains to the SWL
wagons by far. If demand increases, more and longer
transfer-trains will be operated to serve the shunting-yard.
Another advantage is that the distance between terminal and
shunting-yard will only be approximately 4 km compared to
nowadays up to 40 km. Figure 12 shows the location of the
new Basel gateway terminal and shunting yard.
Empty Container Manager
Manages transport of empty container under contract to maritime shipping company
End Customer
Unloads goods from the container and notifies operator that container is empty
SWL Operator
Moves wagon to end customer under contract to Operator 
Terminal Operator (Import/Export Terminal in Switzerland)
Transfers container from international shuttle train to Swiss SWL train and stores container
Traction provider
Moves the shuttle train between terminals
(Railway) Operator
Transports container from international port to import/export terminal in Switzerland on a shuttle train
Terminal Operator (International Port)
Transfers container from ship to rail and stores container (if necessary)
Shipping Company
Transports container between continents, positions the container
Freight Forwarder








Fig. 13 Intermodal chain for combined transport in Switzerland (ETH Zurich)
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7 Improved Swiss Split business model
Intermodal transport chains are complex by nature since they
include many actors and many different activities. Figure 13
illustrates a typical intermodal transport chain for containers
that arrive at a European seaport and are transported to or from
Switzerland. New Swiss Split will cover the entire container
distribution processes in SWL within Switzerland. As can be
seen, the movement and storage of empty containers is also
part of the system. The figure highlights the Swiss Split part of
the chain.
Due to the terminal operator, the SWL operator and the
operators of the empty container depots are currently different
entities, each of them optimizing their own process chain
without considering the other partners’ process chains.
SBB Cargo has developed a new business model for
the Swiss Split service that integrates all parts of the pro-
cess chain into a single product. This means that the entire
distribution process from the hinterland terminal to the
end customer including the return of the empty container
to a depot is optimized. In the new model terminal
operations, container movements and container wagons
are dispatched from a single source. This will improve
efficiency by, for example, increasing the number of
round trips per week for container wagons used in Swiss
Split from one to two or three a week in future.
In summary, optimising the entire Swiss Split process elim-
inates inefficiencies in the transport chain and helps to in-
crease competitiveness compared to a road distribution of
containers.
8 Optimization of SWL production schemes
SBB Cargo plans to improve the feasibility and flexibility
of the entire SWL network in Switzerland. As part of
these improvements, today’s production scheme of one
overnight service between all sidings needs to be in-
creased to a continuous production scheme operating
24 h a day. In the future, SBB Cargo will serve sidings
up to three times a day. The assets including mainline
locomotives and shunting yards will be in continuous
use. This will significantly increase the asset productivity
and reduce the use of infrastructure on mainlines in peak
periods for passenger trains since most of the shunting on
the shunting yards will take place then. Figure 14 illus-
trates the new production scheme structure.
The authors have tested several additional improvements to
the future production scheme using an agent based simulation
[25]. Under the current standard production scheme, for ex-
ample, trains only serve one regional shunting station (RCP-
Team). In the future, the application of new traction technol-
ogies with smaller bi-power locomotives and improved freight
wagons with on-board intelligence will allow an efficient in-
troduction of a train-coupling-and-sharing production scheme
[26]. In this case trains may consist of two parts for two dif-
ferent RCP-stations. At an intermediate stop the train parts can
be split easily and each train can continue to its final RCP
destination independently. This is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 15.
The first simulation results have shown that this production
scheme could significantly reduce train kilometres and wagon
kilometres for the overall production of the SWL. Thus, this
optimization will further improve the overall SWL system.














Fig. 15 Current and suggested situation for the production schemes (ETH Zurich)
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9 New Swiss Split feasibility analysis
9.1 Cost model
The overall feasibility of the improved Swiss Split service was
tested using a cost model. The authors developed railway
production data to model the proposed improvements in
rolling stock, terminal structure, the Swiss Split business mod-
el and SWL production improvements. For example they de-
veloped a modal-split model for the container distribution in
Switzerland and assigned container flows to specific termi-
nals. The resulting container flows were integrated into the
Table 1 Improvement approaches for Swiss Split and their influence on the generic elements of the transport chain
Weakness of current Swiss Split Improvement approach Influenced element of the transport chain
Unload Transport Transhipment
Very old rolling stock Development of a new Swiss Split-Wagon X X
Widely dispersed terminal structure New gateway terminal X X
Business plan focuses on SWL transport New business model, covering the entire transport chain X X X
SWL production scheme Improved SWL production scheme X
Table 2 Components of the transport cost model
Transport segment Cost component Cost basis Comments
Railway transport
Shunting in the origin and
destination terminal
Locomotive (leasing + maintenance) CHF / operational hour –
Staff (engine driver + shunter) CHF / operational hour Depends on the salary level of staff
Shunting in shunting yards Shunting fee of the infrastructure operator CHF / shunted wagon Only for single wagonload
Main line operation (each segment
siding -> shunting yard, shunting
yard -> shunting yard, Shunting
yard -> siding)
Locomotive (leasing + maintenance) CHF / day –
Rolling stock (leasing + maintenance CHF / day –
Engine driver CHF / hour
Energy CHF / ton-km Applies only if not included in the
track access fees
Train access fees CHF / train-km Depends on the train-weight and
access fee of the infrastructure
operators involved
Road transport
Transportation Truck (leasing) CHF/day –
Truck (maintenance) CHF/km –
Truck Driver CHF/hour Depends on the salary level of staff
Road access fees CHF/km Depends on the country and the road-type
Fuel CHF/litre An optimized fuel strategy was assumed
(e.g., buying fuel in countries with
low fuel-taxes)
Tires CHF/km –
Border procedures at the customs
(waiting time)
Truck (leasing) CHF/Day The waiting time causes less round trips




Overall costs The overall costs for a container transport
were provided by a container shipper
Transhipment costs in the terminal
Overall costs Calculated by a specific transhipment cost-model,
developed by the institute of transport planning
and systems. The model includes the investments
for the terminal (depreciation and interest), the
staff costs, energy and maintenance.
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cost model by changing the transport distances between ter-
minals and shunting yards and by revising the average train
length to account for the improved bundling of container
flows. The effects of the business model improvements pro-
posed by SBB Cargo were integrated directly into the model
(improved efficiency of the wagon usage by shorter round-trip
times, decreasing transhipment costs in hinterland terminals).
The improvements from rolling stock, production schemes
were integrated by changing the input data for the railway
production processes (e.g., number of wagons per train, trans-
port distances, shunting times etc.). The model used a three
step approach to estimate the costs for the transport of one
container on its entire trip.
In step 1, the total costs for a single transport segment (per
train / per barge / per truck) were calculated. Then the segment
costs for a single container were worked out by dividing the
total segment cost by the number of containers. In the final
step, the total trip costs for a single container were calculated
by adding the costs for all transport segments. In rail transport,
each shunting process was considered as a new transport seg-
ment (the shunting segments consisted of: collection: siding
-> shunting yard; mainline operation: shunting yard ->
shunting yard; distribution: shunting yard -> siding).
Table 1 presents the elements of the transport chan influ-
enced by the specific improvements and Table 2 presents the
components of the transport cost model used in this research.
The authors defined the basic input data including produc-
tion schemes, train formation, the time needed for shunting
etc. The cost rates and calculations were made by hwh
Consulting using their transport cost model [27, 28]. The au-
thors then used the cost model results to evaluate the cost
reductions for New Swiss Split compared to today’s Swiss
Split. As a part of this evaluation, the effects of these improve-
ments on the break even distance between truck-distribution
and rail-distribution were also estimated.
9.2 Analysis results
The cost model was used to analyse the total costs for the
transport of a single container from the port of Rotterdam to
Switzerland. The transport costs for the shuttle train from
Rotterdam to the Swiss hinterland terminal remained unaffect-
ed as Swiss Split does not cover or influence this part of the
transport chain. Thus five alternatives for a container distribu-
tion to Switzerland remain.
Four of them include a shuttle-train transport to Basel:
& New Swiss Split (new Basel terminal);
& Truck via the new Basel terminal;
& Existing Swiss Split;
& Trucking via existing terminals;
One of them does not include a Shuttle train:
& Direct trucking (from Rotterdam).
The results were used to compare the feasibility of New
Swiss Split to the existing Swiss Split and the distribution by
truck. The analysis examined the entire transport chain from
the seaport to the recipient in Switzerland.
The round trip transport costs of an average maritime con-
tainer (1.5 TEU, 16 t) from Rotterdam to two example desti-
nations: Lausen (approximately 30 km from Basel) and Orbe
(approximately 200 km from Basel) were considered. The
Fig. 16 Transport costs per
container from Rotterdam to
Lausen (ETH Zurich)
Fig. 17 Transport costs per
container from Rotterdam to Orbe
(ETH Zurich)
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analysis was completed using a transport cost model devel-
oped by hwh Consulting. Figures 16 and 17 present the results
of the cost analysis.
The costs for the container distribution within the Swiss
SWL network are quite high compared to the shuttle train
transports from Rotterdam to Basel. Two main reasons for
the differences in cost could be identified:
1. The cost level for train operation in general and especially
the salaries in Switzerland are at least twice as high as in
other European countries like Germany or the
Netherlands
2. The operation of the shuttle train is quite efficient as it
is a full train loaded with 80 TEUs and doesn’t need
any shunting processes between Rotterdam and Basel.
The SWL transport includes the transfer of the wagon
from the hinterland terminal to the shunting yard, the
shunting process within the shunting yard, the train
from the shunting yard to the regional shunting point,
the shunting at the regional shunting point and the
distribution and delivery of the wagons to the final
recipients’ sidings. Here the trains are comparably
short (10 to 30 wagons) and the sidings are served
individually wagon by wagon.
The authors also calculated the break even distance be-
tween Swiss Split and truck distribution by interpolating the
results for the Lausen and Orbe case studies. The break even
distance was found to decrease from 140 to 70 km (Fig. 18).
As shown in Fig. 18, even for quite short distances like Lausen
(30 km), the improved Swiss Split becomes quite competitive
to truck distribution.
10 Conclusions and recommendations for further
research
The evaluated results show that the New Swiss Split concept
would lead to a significant improvement in the overall feasi-
bility of container distribution by SWL in Switzerland. The
results show that using SWL for the final distribution is com-
petitive even if it includes trucking between the transhipment
terminal and the final recipient for relatively short distances of
about 70 km.
The next step would be to apply the planned improve-
ments. The new container wagons are now being tested in
operation to determine if further adaptions are required to
meet customers’ expectations. SBB Cargo will introduce the
new production scheme for SWL in 2017. The new terminal
Basel-Nord and the new business model will be introduced in
the following years. In summary, with the implementation of
these improvements, the (New) Swiss Split will remain com-
petitive and will support the basic utilization of the SWL
network.
Additional research especially regarding the further devel-
opment of SWL production using optimization algorithms,
which take capacity restrictions within densely operated rail-
way networks like Switzerland into account is needed.
Fig. 18 Break even distance between Swiss Split and truck distribution (ETH Zurich)
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